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Don't Miss Tomorrow Night at Chase Hall!

BATES SETS NEW MARK IN INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATING

TRIALS IN THE NEW LEAGUE PROVE MOST SUCCESSFUL

The opening round of the new Debating League trials held this afternoon was a most encouraging result, and the Bates men who participated have every reason to feel proud of their effort. The Bates team of three were in the hands of the Debating Theatre. These debates will be open to the public in the afternoon and evening the two, or perhaps three schools which survive these semi-finals and acting as judges. In the main object of the league is to formulate public opinion on the great questions of international importance at the present time.

The event at which Bates was represented was a debate between Bates and Bowdoin with the proposition, "Resolved: That the 1924 Golden Rule is of limitless value."

Richard R. Baker, '23, Captain of the Bates team, analyzed the clauses of the issue as follows: 

1. The Golden Rule is the basis on which one can get on with the world; 2. It is an ethical ideal; 3. It is of no practical value.

The Bates team was represented by Richard R. Baker, '23, Manager of the debate.

A brief summary of the debate shows:

- Bates stressed the practical value of the Golden Rule.
- Bowdoin argued that the Golden Rule is a moral ideal.
- The debate concluded with a tie vote.

The arrangements of all details of the plan are in the hands of the Debating Theatre, which assure success in advance.

Sophomores Nose Out Field in Indoor Track

Closeness of Meet Adds Interest. Farley '24 High Point Winner.

Davis and Irving Also Star. Bates 1924 Hand Bowdoin Freshmen in Sweating Defeat.

MEN'S 10-YARD HIGH Dive


MEN'S 28-YARD HURDLE


MEN'S 30-YARD JUMPS


EASTER VESPERS HELD IN CHAPEL

At Vespers last Sunday the Chapel Choir conducted by Mr. George H. Walmore, '20, and Mrs. Alice-wave Huker, '22, rendered the very beautiful cantata, "The Creation," being a Mediation on the Starved Passion of the Holy Redeemer." The organist was Miss Maturozzo F. Blackmer, and Rev. L. J. Allen, as director.

The Chapel was crowded by an appreciative audience.

MILITARY SCIENCE

The first meeting of the Military Sci- ence Club, under its new cabinet, was held Thursday evening, March 10. The meeting was called to order by Mr. Pierrel, who emphasized the importance of the idea of the club, as a study group for the students of the corps, and gave them some of Dr. Tubb's lectures on the meaning of some of the most common military terms.

The problems of the community are on the minds of everyone. The first problem that meets the college man is his place in society. There are many who are willing to put into their own work the very best of American energy and industry. There is a feeling as the part of the employee that the company pays its employees and employes. Their work is done in the interests of the company, and they are very glad to get it so.

The next great problem of our industry will be to make the product in a way that will be of good value to the man who buys it. Mr. Pierrel emphasized the importance of appreciating foreigners as our allies. They have contributed to our life in the past and in the future they will be doing it. They will have to convince our workmen that they have to do a good job at the right way.

The first problem is the boy. The boy has to learn how to industry, and it is the employer's problem to see to it that he is ready to go and that he is ready to be a good worker.

In conclusion Mr. Pierrel said that the American army is doing its part and the employer's part is to see to it that the boy has the opportunity to be a good worker. The employer's part is to see to it that the boy has the opportunity to be a good worker.

The American army is doing its part and the employer's part is to see to it that the boy has the opportunity to be a good worker.
EDITORIALS

A MOST SUCCESSFUL MEET

The twenty-eighth annual indoor track meet takes its place as one of the outstanding events of the college year. The closeness of the score most unequivocally tells the story of the keenness of competition, with each class bitterly fighting for every possible point.

Theemen put their confidence in the Sophomores; for their triumph, theirs was no mean accomplishment in upsetting the track "dope" and carrying their colors to victory. The very margin by which they won, and the steady, patient way in which they made their success sweet indeed, for there is always the greatest glory in defeating formidable opponents.

The climax of the meet was, of course, the overwhelming defeat of Bowdoin at the hands of the Freshman relay team. A steady roar ran through the field, and went far towards making the Vermonters curse the Sophomores. In their triumph, for theirs was no mean accomplishment in upsetting the track "dope" and carrying their colors to victory. The very margin by which they won, and the steady, patient way in which they made their success sweet indeed, for there is always the greatest glory in defeating formidable opponents.

Certain is that such an utter rout of an ancient foe will long be remembered with a smile and a cheer for those who turned the trick for Bates.

The officials used at the meet were, for the most part, wholly capable of filling their positions in an efficient manner. While some blunders were made by judges in handling races, the deficiences were not made up for by the masterly starting of Coach Johnstone. All in all, the arrangements were well carried out and went far towards making the evening the success which it was.

BEWARE THE "JOKER" CONTRACT

At about this time in the college year there comes a rush to the campus of those who seek to employ the collogium for the summer

A successful salesman might not lose on these propositions, but for the ordinary man, who is only dealing with a few dollars, they are nothing but total losses. No college man or woman should allow themselves to be duped in this manner by the hopes of easy money—Ponzi and his ilk have shown how easily the self-made man or woman can be caught in the net of the best job possible if they are not fortified in advance with knowledge of the contracts, look out for the "joker"!

The appeal of the old, the queer, the bizarre, the make-up that appeals to me, my dear, and gives me a happy feeling is a peeling apple in the whole. And—throwing awayPeeling,

A C is a high mark." Prof. Ruth O. Hurdon, "23

The appeal that appeals to me, my dear, and gives me a happy feeling is a peeling apple in the whole. And—throwing awayPeeling, "A C is a high mark." Prof. Ruth O. Hurdon, "23

SATURDAY SHOW GREAT SUCCESS

Y. W. C. A. PLAY PROVED HIT OF THE EVENING

No one who attended the Saturday night show at Chase Hall got away without a good laugh. "Between the Devil and the Deep Sea" and the Saturday show, "What Happened to Jones," of the Y. W. C. A. proved popular for all ages, all drawings together to complete the novelty of the evening's entertainment. We wonder now, as we did during the race, if Magee hasn't at last "found his niche." We wonder now, as we did during the race, if Magee hasn't at last "found his niche." We wonder now, as we did during the race, if Magee hasn't at last "found his niche." We wonder now, as we did during the race, if Magee hasn't at last "found his niche."
Who’s Who in Bates Athletics

Barrett Wiggin

In the fall of 1921, Professor Barrett Wiggin came to Bates College in Maine looking around among its promising Freshmen class to discover one from the number to represent him at Maine’s best college. The choice fell upon the young man whom we are now speaking of, Barrett Wiggin, and he thereby got to the point of joining the ranks of the best college baseball pitchers in the State. Wiggin was 16 at the time. His sound delivery of the curve ball, his fast and close-to-the-drop bat which will enable the Student, Professor, Doctor, Lawyer or any one who is satisfied.

A SHORTER CUE

In a whirl of unusual opportunists, there are few who do not cut their teeth in high school or college. Physio... English, Biology, Chemistry, as well as other subjects. Instruction is given by loading...

There is unlimited demand for skilled teachers. Bates is able to meet the惠特曼, and important. There is an unlimited demand for skilled teachers. Bates is able to meet the...

Heavy Field Artillery and was stationed at Camp Ernst, Virginia. For one year or more he was then continuously seconded from his home. It is a well-established fact that, in a baseball game, Wiggin’s... The STANTON BIRD COLLECTION

If only theVesuvius volcano had not been so active, there is a slight possibility that the roar of Parma might have been heard on the spot of the State University’s athletic meet. In the last two seasons, the large delegation from the State has been... K. CH. RAFT’S, Ap. I. I. O

Professional Prowess

Stout and interesting here is the new Scientific Hall, where many rooms have been added, which serves for the purpose, and also has added all the equipment of an up-to-date scientific laboratory.

In his sophomore year he was very successful at抵御the challenge which he received the honor of being named a member of the graduating baseball team of the class of 1925. Professor Wiggin to Bates Students

A SPECIAL DISPLAY

The difference between a collection of "stuffed birds" and a systematic collection, of real ethnological interest, is that in the ordinary collection, the birds are mounted on the floor, whereas in the latter, the specimen is in the...
**students-attention**

**we have them**

**Johnson-nute co.**

**14 Main Street**

Mail orders prepaid

**victor news co.**

**book blanks, stationery and periodicals**

Fishing tackle, ball golf clubs

Compony and cigars

46 ash street

Opposite post office

**steam globe laundry**

**quality**

**service**

agent, F. H. Ludden, 31

Established 46 years

**Osgood's**

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

Cut Glass and Silverware

Complete line of liquor

Ivory PVR-KALIN

Your Store

Best quality goods

Special, rates for College Hill Administration

**compliments**

**... of ...**

**the Shapiro**

**confectionery company**

**proctor & parsons**

**electric contractors**

All kinds of electrical and mechanical work

230 main street, Lewiston, Me.

**Telephone 1125-W**

**Flags & Plummer Studio**

**Dora Clark Tash**

Special rates to College students

Opposite Empire Theatre

129 main street, Lewiston

**Telephone 289-W**

**diamonds**

Jewelers and Optometrists

**watches**

**geo. v. turgeon & co.**

Complete line of fine jewelry

L. E. Waterman Fountain Pens

Special rates for College Hill students

Optical Works of all kinds

80 Lisbon street, Lewiston, Me.

**peak company**

**spring opening**

A splendid showing of all that is new and correct in apparel, ever coming forward with the N.W.—the different—the exclusive but still not expensive.

**BERRY PAPER COMPANY**

Kodak Photo Supplies

Dennison Decorative Papers

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens

46 Lisbon street

**people's shoe shop**

**old shoes made like new**

Rubbers and Tennis Shoes

Athletic Shoes

67 College St. and 65 Sabattus St., Lewiston, Me.

**Telephone 1907-W**

**B. Guilliam, prop.**